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ON TENSOR PRODUCTS OF POSITIVE REPRESENTATIONS
OF SPLIT REAL QUANTUM BOREL SUBALGEBRA Uqq (bR )
IVAN C. H. IP
Abstract. We study the positive representations Pλ of split real quantum
groups Uq q(gR ) restricted to the Borel subalgebra Uq q(bR ). We prove that the
restriction is independent of the parameter λ. Furthermore, we prove that it
can be constructed from the GNS-representation of the multiplier Hopf algebra
∗
UqCq (bR ) deﬁned earlier, which allows us to decompose their tensor product
using the theory of the “multiplicative unitary”. In particular, the quantum
mutation operator can be constructed from the multiplicity module, which will
be an essential ingredient in the construction of quantum higher Teichmüller
theory from the perspective of representation theory, generalizing earlier work
by Frenkel-Kim.

1. Introduction
To any ﬁnite dimensional complex simple Lie algebra g, Drinfeld [5] and Jimbo
[22] deﬁned a remarkable Hopf algebra Uq (g) known as the quantum group. Its
representation theory has evolved into an important area with many applications
in various ﬁelds of mathematics and physics (cf. [6] and references therein).
In classical Lie theory, one is interested in certain real subalgebras of g known
as real forms, two important cases being gc corresponding to compact groups (e.g.
SU (n)) and gR corresponding to split real groups (e.g. SL(n, R)). The ﬁnitedimensional representation theory in the compact case is well-behaved, and it is
generalized nicely to the corresponding quantum group Uq (gc ). On the contrary,
representation theory in the split-real case is much more complicated, as was shown
by the monumental works of Harish-Chandra. Its generalization to the quantum
group level - involving self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces - is physically more
relevant but is still largely open due to various analytic diﬃculties coming from
non-compactness and the use of unbounded operators.
1.1. Positive representations. The notion of the positive principal series representations, or simply positive representations, was introduced in [13] as a new
research program devoted to the representation theory of split real quantum groups
Uqq (gR ). It uses the concept of modular double for quantum groups [7, 8] and generalizes the case of Uqq (sl(2, R)) studied extensively by Teschner et al. [3, 29, 30].
Explicit construction of the positive representations Pλ of Uqq (gR ) associated to a
simple Lie algebra g has been obtained for the simply-laced case in [17] and nonsimply-laced case in [18], where the generators of the quantum groups are realized
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by positive essentially self-adjoint operators. Furthermore, since the generators are
represented by positive operators, we can take real powers by means of functional
calculus, and we obtain the so-called transcendental relations of the (rescaled) generators:
(1.1)

1
b2

ei = ei i ,

1
2

b
fi = fi i ,

1
2

i = K bi .
K
i

These important relations give the self-duality between diﬀerent parts of the modular double, representing them simultaneously on the same Hilbert space. Moreover,
in the non-simply-laced case, these provide new explicit analytic relations between
the quantum group and its Langlands dual [18].
In the case of the modular double Uqq (sl(2, R)), the positive representations are
shown to be closely related to the space of conformal blocks of Liouville theory, and
there are direct relations among the two and quantum Teichmüller theory described
below, related by the fusion and braiding operations [28, 34]. In particular, the
family of positive representations Pλ of Uqq (sl(2, R)) is closed under taking tensor
product, with the Plancherel measure dμ(λ) given by the quantum dilogarithm [30]

(1.2)
Pλ dμ(λ).
Pλ1 ⊗ Pλ2 
R+

The fusion relations of Liouville theory are then provided precisely by the decomposition of the triple tensor products [29]. Together with the existence of a universal
R-operator (constructed for general Uqq (gR ) in [19]) giving the braiding structure,
the braided tensor category structure may give rise to a new class of topological quantum ﬁeld theory (TQFT) in the sense of Reshetikhin-Turaev [31, 32, 38].
Therefore one of the major remaining unsolved problems in the theory of positive
representations for higher rank is the structure under taking tensor products, and
we expect that the decomposition is related to the corresponding fusion relations of
more general non-compact CFT’s such as the Toda conformal ﬁeld theory [15, 39].
1.2. Quantum Teichmüller theory. The Teichmüller space TS of an oriented
surface S is the space of all complex structures on S modulo diﬀeomorphisms isotopic to identity. It is a very important space closely related to the moduli space
of Riemann surfaces and carries a natural action of the mapping class group ΓS ,
i.e., the group of all orientation-preserving diﬀeomorphisms modulo isotopy that
preserves a canonical Poisson structure called the Weil-Petersson form [1].
Hence, quantum Teichmüller theory is, roughly speaking, the quantization TSq
of the Poisson manifold TS , such that the non-commutative algebra of function is
represented on some Hilbert space of states H, and automorphisms of TSq associated
to g ∈ ΓS are represented by unitary operators ρ(g) on H. Thus, the main goal is
to construct new projective unitary representations of the mapping class group ΓS .
In [14], Frenkel-Kim constructed the quantum Teichmüller space from the perspective of representation theory of certain Hopf algebras, namely, the modular
double of the quantum plane. More precisely, let 0 < b < 1, b ∈ R \ Q, and
(1.3)

2

q = eπib ,

−2

q = eπib .

Then the modular double of the quantum plane Bqq is a non-compact version of the
 K}

quantum torus generated by two sets of commuting generators {E, K} and {E,
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such that
KE = q 2 EK,

(1.4)

 K.

E
 = q 2 E
K

The quantum plane has a canonical representation on H  L2 (R) such that the
generators E, K are represented by positive self-adjoint operators
(1.5)

E = e−2πbp ,

K = e−2πbx ,

 = e−2πb−1 p ,
E

 = e−2πb−1 x ,
K

1 ∂
with p = 2πi
∂x . Using this fact, Frenkel-Kim [14] showed that H is closed under
taking the tensor product and decomposes as

(1.6)

H ⊗ H  M ⊗ H,

where M  HomBqq (H, H ⊗ H) is the multiplicity module with Bqq acting trivially.
Upon identiﬁcation of H and M with L2 (R), this can be expressed by a transformation using the quantum dilogarithm (cf. (6.2)). Then the canonical isomorphism
(1.7)

(H1 ⊗ H2 ) ⊗ H3  H1 ⊗ (H2 ⊗ H3 )

yields an operator T on the multiplicity modules of the corresponding tensor product decomposition, called the quantum mutation operator, which by construction
satisﬁes the pentagon relation [14, Proposition 4.8]
(1.8)

T23 T12 = T12 T13 T23 ,

where the standard legged notation has been used. Together with another operator
A where A3 = 1 coming from the identiﬁcation of the dual representations from the
antipode S of Bqq , one recovers Kashaev’s projective representation of the mapping
class groupoid G [24] which descends to a projective representation of ΓS , and we
can apply it to quantization of Teichmüller space for various surfaces as shown
e.g. in [4, 10, 24]. The operators T and A correspond essentially to the fusion and
braiding relations on the conformal ﬁeld theory side.
1.3. Main results. We observe that the quantum plane is just the Borel subalgebra of Uqq (sl(2, R)), and the canonical representation on H is equivalent to the
restriction of the positive representation. Therefore in order to generalize to higher
rank, a natural candidate is to consider the Borel subalgebra Uqq (bR ) of the modular double of more general split real quantum groups Uqq (gR ). It follows that one of
the main ingredients needed to construct a version of quantum higher Teichmüller
theory [11, 12] is the construction of the quantum mutation operator T described
above, coming from the decomposition of tensor products of positive representations
of the Borel part.
In this paper, we prove the following theorem (Theorem 3.1, Corollary 5.6):
Main Theorem 1. The positive representations Pλ of Uqq (gR ) restricted to the
Borel part Uqq (bR ) is independent of the parameters λ. Moreover, the tensor product
of Pλ  P decomposes as
(1.9)

P ⊗ P  M ⊗ P,

where M  L2 (RN ) is the multiplicity module with Uqq (bR ) acting trivially. Here
N is the dimension of bR .
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In particular, this decomposition provides strong evidence for the closure of positive representation of the full quantum group Uqq (gR ) under taking tensor product.
Using Pλ  P, we also generalize in Conjecture 3.2 the Stone-von Neumann Theorem to the case of Borel subalgebras of higher rank split real quantum groups.
To prove the Main Theorem, we give a new construction of positive representations of the Borel part by means of multiplier Hopf algebras introduced in [25, 36].
C∗
We use the C ∗ -algebraic version of the Borel part A := Uq
q (bR ) constructed in
[19, 20] and apply the theory of Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) representations of
C ∗ -algebras. This generalizes the harmonic analysis of the quantum plane studied
in [16], which was introduced for the harmonic analysis of the quantum space of
functions L2 (SL+
q
q (2, R)). A useful consequence of the GNS construction is the
existence of a unitary operator W , known as the multiplicative unitary [2], which
gives the desired intertwiner
(1.10)

W Δ(x)W ∗ = 1 ⊗ x,

x ∈ A,

between the tensor product and its decomposition with a trivial multiplicity module.
Therefore in order to apply this to the positive representations Pλ  P restricted to
the Borel part, it suﬃces to show that P is equivalent to the GNS representation.
The second main result of this paper is then the following (Theorem 5.5):
Main Theorem 2. For any simple Lie algebra g, the GNS representation PGN S
C∗
constructed by left multiplication on A = Uq
q (bR ) is unitarily equivalent to the
positive representation Pλ  P of Uqq (gR ) restricted to its Borel part.
Finally, we provide concrete examples for types A1 and A2 , where the unitary
transformations by the remarkable quantum dilogarithm functions also provide rich
combinatorial insight into the tensor category structure of the positive representations. In particular, these equip us with explicit expressions for the quantum mutation operators T needed in order to construct candidates for the quantum higher
Teichmüller theory. Together with the (unitary) antipode RS deﬁned in [16] and
the identiﬁcation of the dual representations [14], this gives us the desired construction of the projective representation of Kashaev’s mapping class groupoid G which
acts on a Hilbert space L2 (RN ) with higher functional dimension. This is expected
to be a new class of representations for G, and details will appear elsewhere.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we ﬁx the notation and recall
some background preliminaries needed in the calculation of this paper. In Section
3, we consider the restriction of the positive representations Pλ to the Borel subalgebra and show that the representation is independent of the parameters λ. In
Section 4, we consider the GNS-representation obtained from the action by left
multiplication on the C ∗ -algebraic version of the Borel subalgebra and bring the
expression into a canonical form. In Section 5, we prove the Main Theorems by
showing that the representation PGN S constructed from the GNS representation is
unitarily equivalent to the one constructed earlier in [17, 18]. Finally, in Section 6,
we construct explicitly the tensor product decompositions for types A1 and A2 .
2. Preliminaries
2

Throughout the paper, we will ﬁx once and for all q = eπib with i =
0 < b2 < 1, and b2 ∈ R \ Q. We also denote Q = b + b−1 .
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2.1. Deﬁnition of the modular double Uqq (gR ). We follow the convention used
in [19]. Let g be a simple Lie algebra over C, and let I = {1, 2, ..., n} denote the set
of nodes of the Dynkin diagram of g where n = rank(g). Let W denote the Weyl
group, and let w0 ∈ W be its longest element with length l(w0 ).
2
Let qi := q if i ∈ I corresponds to the long root, and let qi := eπibs if i ∈ I
corresponds to the short root, where bs := √b2 if g is doubly-laced, and bs := √b3 if
g is of type G2 . We assume the roots are long for simply-laced g and denote bl := b
as well. We let 1 ∈ I correspond to the short root in type Bn and the long root in
other types.
Deﬁnition 2.1 ([5, 22]). The Drinfeld-Jimbo quantum group Uq (gR ) is the algebra
generated by {Ei , Fi , Ki±1 }i∈I over C subjected to the relations for i, j ∈ I:
(2.1)

a

Ki Ej = qi ij Ej Ki ,

−aij

Ki Fj = qi

F j Ki ,

[Ei , Fj ] = δij

Ki − Ki−1
,
qi − qi−1

together with the Serre relations for i = j:


1−aij

(2.2)

(−1)k

k=0

where [k]q :=

q k −q −k
q−q −1

[1 − aij ]qi !
1−a −k
X k Xj Xi ij = 0,
[1 − aij − k]qi ![k]qi ! i

X = E, F,

and (aij ) denotes the Cartan matrix.

We choose the Hopf algebra structure of Uq (g) to be given by (we will not need
the counit and antipode in this paper)
(2.3)

Δ(Ei ) =1 ⊗ Ei + Ei ⊗ Ki ,

(2.4)

Δ(Fi ) =Ki−1 ⊗ Fi + Fi ⊗ 1,

(2.5)

Δ(Ki ) =Ki ⊗ Ki .

We deﬁne Uq (gR ) to be the real form of Uq (g) induced by the star structure
(2.6)

Ei∗ = Ei ,

Fi∗ = Fi ,

Ki∗ = Ki .

Finally, from the results of [17, 18], we let
(2.7)

−2

q := eπibs

and we deﬁne the modular double Uqq (gR ) to be
(2.8)

Uqq (gR ) := Uq (gR ) ⊗ Uq(gR )

(2.9)

Uqq (gR ) := Uq (gR ) ⊗ Uq( gR )
L

g is simply-laced,
otherwise,

where L gR is the Langlands dual of gR obtained by interchanging the long roots
and short roots of gR .
2.2. Positive representations of Uqq (gR ). In [13, 17, 18], a special class of representations for Uqq (gR ), called the positive representations, is deﬁned. The generators of Uqq (gR ) are realized by positive essentially self-adjoint operators. They also
satisfy the transcendental relations (2.11) below; in particular the quantum group
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and its modular double counterpart are represented on the same Hilbert space,
generalizing the situation of Uqq (sl(2, R)) introduced in [7, 8] and studied in [30].
More precisely,
Theorem 2.2 ([13, 17, 18]). Let the rescaled generators be
(2.10)

ei := 2 sin(πb2i )Ei ,

fi := 2 sin(πb2i )Fi .

There exists a family of representations Pλ of Uqq (gR ) parametrized by the R+ -span
rank(g)
, such that:
of the cone of positive weights λ ∈ PR+ , or equivalently by λ ∈ R+
• The generators ei , fi , Ki are represented by positive essentially self-adjoint
operators acting on L2 (RN ) where N = l(w0 ).
• Deﬁne the transcendental generators:
(2.11)

1
b2

ei := ei i ,

1
2

b
fi := fi i ,

1
2

i := K bi .
K
i

i are obtained by replacing
– If g is simply-laced, the generators ei , fi , K
b with b−1 in the representations of the generators ei , fi , Ki .
i , Fi , K
i with ei :=
– If g is non-simply-laced, then the generators E
−2 
−2 
L

2 sin(πbi )Ei and fi := 2 sin(πbi )Fi generate Uq( gR ).
i commute weakly up to a sign.
• The generators ei , fi , Ki and ei , fi , K
The positive representations are constructed for each reduced expression of the
longest element w0 ∈ W of the Weyl group, and representations corresponding to
diﬀerent reduced expressions are unitarily equivalent.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Fix a reduced expression of w0 = si1 ...siN . Let the coordinates
of L2 (RN ) be denoted by {uki } so that i is the corresponding root index, and k
denotes the sequence this root is appearing in w0 from the right. Also denote by
{vj }N
j=1 the same set of coordinates counting from the left, v(i, k) the index such
that uki = vv(i,k) , and r(k) the root index corresponding to vk .
Example 2.4. The coordinates of L2 (R6 ) for A3 corresponding to w0 = s3 s2 s1 s3 s2 s3
is given by (u33 , u22 , u11 , u23 , u12 , u13 ) = (v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 ).
Deﬁnition 2.5. We denote by pu =
(2.12)

e(u) := eπbu ,

1 ∂
2πi ∂u

and

[u] := q 2 e(u) + q − 2 e(−u).
1

Then the following is positive whenever [p, u] =
(2.13)

1

1
2πi :

[u]e(−2p) := (q 2 eπbu + q − 2 e−πbu )e−2πbp = eπb(u−2p) + eπb(−u−2p) .
1

1

Note that we changed the notation slightly for e(u) in this paper from previous
references [17]-[19] for later convenience.
Deﬁnition 2.6. By abuse of notation, we denote by
(2.14)
[us + ul ]e(−2ps − 2pl ) := eπbs (−us −2ps )+πbl (−ul −2pl ) + eπbs (us −2ps )+πbl (ul −2pl ) ,
where us (resp. ul ) is a linear combination of the variables corresponding to short
roots (resp. long roots). The parameters λi are also considered in both cases.
Similarly ps (resp. pl ) are linear combinations of the p shifting of the short root
(resp. long root) variables.
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We will
 form [X]e(−2pY ), where by abuse of notation,
 occasionally write in the
if Y = ai ui , ai ∈ Z, then pY = ai pui .
Theorem 2.7 ([17, 18]). For a ﬁxed reduced expression of w0 , Pλ is given by
⎡
⎤
v(i,k)−1
n


⎣−
fi =
(2.15)
ai,r(j) vj − uki − 2λi ⎦ e(2pki ),
j=1

k=1

⎛

(2.16)

Ki =e ⎝−



l(w0 )

⎞

ai,r(k) vk + 2λi ⎠ .

k=1

By taking w0 = w si so that the simple reﬂection for root i appears on the right,
the action of ei is given by
ei =[u1i ]e(−2p1i ).

(2.17)

In this paper, it is instructive to recall the explicit expression in the case of ranks
1 and 2. For details of the construction and the other cases please refer to [17, 18].
Proposition 2.8 ([3, 30]). The positive representation Pλ of Uqq (sl(2, R)) acting
on L2 (R) is given by
e =[u − λ]e(−2p) = eπb(−u+λ−2p) + eπb(u−λ−2p) ,
f =[−u − λ]e(2p) = eπb(u+λ+2p) + eπb(−u−λ+2p) ,
K =e(−2u) = e−2πbu .
Note that it is unitarily equivalent to (2.15)-(2.17) by u → u + λ.
Proposition 2.9 ([17]). The positive representation Pλ of Uqq (sl(3, R)) with parameters λ = (λ1 , λ2 ) ∈ R2+ , corresponding to the reduced expression w0 = s2 s1 s2 ,
acting on f (u, v, w) ∈ L2 (R3 ), is given by
e1 =[v − w]e(−2pv ) + [u]e(−2pv + 2pw − 2pu ),
e2 =[w]e(−2pw ),
f1 =[−v + u − 2λ1 ]e(2pv ),
f2 =[−2u + v − w − 2λ2 ]e(2pw ) + [−u − 2λ2 ]e(2pu ),
K1 =e(u − 2v + w − 2λ1 ),
K2 =e(−2u + v − 2w − 2λ2 ).
Proposition 2.10 ([18]). The positive representation Pλ of Uqq (gR ) with parameters λ = (λ1 , λ2 ) ∈ R2+ , where gR is of type B2 , corresponding to the reduced
expression w0 = s1 s2 s1 s2 , acting on f (t, u, v, w) ∈ L2 (R4 ), is given by
e1 =[t]e(−2pt − 2pu + 2pw ) + [u − v]e(−2pu − 2pv + 2pw ) + [v − w]e(−2pv ),
e2 =[w]e(−2pw ),
f1 =[−t − 2λ1 ]e(2pt ) + [−2t + u − v − 2λ1 ]e(2pv ),
f2 =[2t − u − 2λ2 ]e(2pu ) + [2t − 2u + 2v − w − 2λ2 ]e(2pw ),
K1 =e(−2t + u − 2v + w − 2λ1 ),
K2 =e(2t − 2u + 2v − 2w − 2λ2 ).
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In this case (cf. Deﬁnition 2.6), us is linear combinations of {t, v}, while ul is linear
combinations of {u, w}. Similarly for ps and pl .
We will omit the case of type G2 in this paper for simplicity.
2.3. Quantum dilogarithms Gb (x) and gb (x). First introduced by Faddeev and
Kashaev [7, 9], the quantum dilogarithm Gb (x) and its variants Sb (x) and gb (x)
play a crucial role in the study of positive representations of split real quantum
groups and also appear in many other areas of mathematics and physics, most
notably cluster algebras, quantum Teichmüller theory, and Liouville CFT. In this
subsection, we recall the deﬁnition and some properties of the quantum dilogarithm
functions [3, 16, 30] that are needed in the calculations of this paper.
Deﬁnition 2.11. The quantum dilogarithm function Gb (x) is deﬁned on 0 ≤
Re(x) ≤ Q = b + b−1 by
 

dt
eπtx
Gb (x) = ζb exp −
(2.18)
,
πbt − 1)(eπb−1 t − 1) t
Ω (e
πi

b2 +b−2

1

where ζb = e 2 ( 6 + 2 ) , and the contour Ω goes along R and goes above the pole
at t = 0. This can be extended meromorphically to the whole complex plane with
poles at x = −nb − mb−1 and zeros at x = Q + nb + mb−1 , for n, m ∈ Z≥0 .
Deﬁnition 2.12. The function Sb (x) is deﬁned by
(2.19)

πi

Sb (x) := e 2 x(Q−s) Gb (x).

Proposition 2.13. The quantum dilogarithms satisfy the self-duality relations
(2.20)

Sb (x) = Sb−1 (x),

Gb (x) = Gb−1 (x),

as well as the functional equations
(2.21)
(2.22)

±1

Sb (x + b±1 ) = i(e−πib

x

±1

Gb (x + b±1 ) = (1 − e2πib

±1

− eπib
x

x

)Sb (x),

)Gb (x).

We will also need another important variant of the quantum dilogarithm.
Deﬁnition 2.14. The function gb (x) is deﬁned by
(2.23)

gb (x) =

Gb ( Q
2

ζb
+

log x
2πib )

,

where log takes the principal branch of x.
We will need the following properties of gb (x):
Lemma 2.15 ([3, (3.31), (3.32)]). We have the following Fourier transformation
formula:

2
−1
e−πit
X ib t dt = gb (X),
(2.24)
R+i0 Gb (Q + it)

−1
e−πQt
X ib t dt = gb∗ (X),
(2.25)
R+i0 Gb (Q + it)
where X is a positive operator and the contour goes above the pole at t = 0.
Lemma 2.16. gb (X) is a unitary operator for any positive operator X.
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Lemma 2.17. If U V = q 2 V U where U, V are positive self-adjoint operators, then
gb (U )gb (V ) = gb (U + V ),

(2.26)
(2.27)

gb (U )∗ V gb (U ) = q −1 U V + V,

(2.28)

gb (V )U gb (V )∗

= U + q −1 U V.

Note that (2.26) and (2.27) together imply the pentagon relation
(2.29)

gb (V )gb (U ) = gb (U )gb (q −1 U V )gb (V ).

The above relations can be generalized to the non-simply-laced case [19, Prop.
3.3], which gives relations between gbs and gbl .
2.4. Lusztig’s isomorphism. We recall several deﬁnitions and results concerning
Lusztig’s isomorphism in the positive representation setting needed in this paper.
See [19] for more details.
Fix a positive representation Pλ of Uqq (gR ) and denote
[u, v]q := quv − q −1 vu.

(2.30)

Proposition 2.18. In the simply-laced case, the operators
[ej , ei ]
(2.31)

eij :=

q−

1

q2
q −1

q 2 ej ei − q − 2 ei ej
=
q − q −1
1

1

are positive essentially self-adjoint on Pλ .
Proposition 2.19. In the non-simply-laced case, the operators



−aij

aij
a
eij :=(−1)
(2.32)
(qik − qi−k )−1
ei , ..., [ei , ej ] ij aij +2 ... −a −2
qi

2

qi

2

qi

ij
2

k=1

are positive essentially self-adjoint on Pλ .
Similarly we deﬁne fij by (2.31) and (2.32) with e replaced by f.
Theorem 2.20. For any root i ∈ I, there exists a unitary operator Ti such that
(2.33)

Ti (ei ) =qi fi Ki−1 = qi−1 Ki−1 fi ,

(2.34)

Ti (fi ) =qi−1 Ki ei = qi ei Ki ,

(2.35)

Ti (ej ) =eij ,

Ti (fj ) = fij ,

(2.36)

Ti (ek ) =ek ,

Ti (fk ) = fk ,

(2.37)

Ti (Kj )

for i, j adjacent,
for aik = 0,

−a
=Kj Ki ij .

Proposition 2.21 ([26, 27]). The operators Ti satisfy the Coxeter relations
(2.38)

Ti Tj Ti ... = Tj Ti Tj ... ,
     
−aij +2

−aij +2

where −aij = max{−aij , −aji }. Furthermore, for αi , αj simple roots and an element w = si1 ...sik ∈ W such that w(αi ) = αj , we have for X = e, f, K:
(2.39)

Ti1 ...Tik (Xi ) = Xj .

In this paper we will use instead the inverse version of the following deﬁnition.
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Deﬁnition 2.22. Let w0 = si1 si2 ...siN be the longest element of W . We deﬁne
(2.40)

Ti−1
...Ti−1
e .
eαk := Ti−1
1
2
k−1 ik

These are all positive essentially self-adjoint.
Finally we record some commutation relations among the non-simple generators.
Proposition 2.23. For the simply-laced case, if aij = −1, then we have
(2.41)

ei eij = q −1 eij ei ,

(2.42)

eij .
ei enj = q n enj ei + q (q −n − q n )en−1
j

ej eij = qeij ej ,
1
2

Proposition 2.24. For the doubly-laced case, let aij = −2. Denote eij := Ti ej
and eX := Ti Tj ei . We have
(2.43)

ei eij = q −1 eij ei ,

eij eX = q −1 eX eij ,

(2.44)

eX ,
eni ej = q −n ej eni + q (q n − q −n )en−1
i

eX ej = q −1 ej eX ,

1
2

(2.45)

,
eni eX = eX eni + q 2 (q −n − 1)eij en−1
i

(2.46)

enij ej = q n ej eij + (q −2n − 1)e2X .

1

Note that by means of [19, Prop. 6.8], we can take n to be a complex power.
2.5. GNS representation, multiplicative unitary, and multiplier Hopf algebras. Finally, we recall the deﬁnition of Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) representation of a C ∗ -algebra and its corresponding unitary operator called the multiplicative unitary that is needed in this paper. These are fundamental to the theory
of locally compact quantum groups in the setting of C ∗ -algebras and von Neumann
algebras, and to the generalization of Pontryagin duality. In particular, a multiplicative unitary encodes all the structure maps of a quantum group and its dual.
See [16], [25], or [35] for more discussions.
Deﬁnition 2.25. A Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) representation of a C ∗ -algebra
A with a weight φ is a triple (H, π, Λ), where H is a Hilbert space, Λ : A −→ H is
a linear map, and π : A −→ B(H) is a representation of A on H as bounded linear
operators, such that Λ(N ) is dense in H, where N = {a ∈ A : φ(a∗ a) < ∞} and
(2.47)
(2.48)

π(a)Λ(b) = Λ(ab)
Λ(a), Λ(b) = φ(b∗ a)

∀a ∈ A, b ∈ N ,
∀a, b ∈ N .

Deﬁnition 2.26 ([2]). Let H be a Hilbert space. A unitary operator W ∈ B(H⊗H)
is called a multiplicative unitary if it satisﬁes the pentagon equation
(2.49)

W23 W12 = W12 W13 W23 ,

where the standard leg notation is used.
Given a GNS representation (H, π, Λ) of a locally compact quantum group A,
we can deﬁne a unitary operator on H ⊗ H by
(2.50)

W ∗ (Λ(a) ⊗ Λ(b)) := (Λ ⊗ Λ)(Δ(b)(a ⊗ 1)).
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It is known that W is a multiplicative unitary [25, Thms. 3.16 and 3.18], and
the coproduct on A deﬁning it can be recovered from W :
Proposition 2.27. Let x ∈ A → B(H) be an operator. Then
W ∗ (1 ⊗ x)W = Δ(x)

(2.51)
as operators on H ⊗ H.



Proof. See [16, Prop. 2.18].
In particular, Proposition 2.27 provides a unitary equivalence
W :H⊗HM ⊗H

(2.52)

of the tensor product of the GNS representations, where M is the multiplicity
module equipped with the trivial action. This is the key step to proving the tensor
product decomposition of the positive representations of Uqq (bR ).
Finally, we recall the deﬁnition of a multiplier Hopf algebra.
Deﬁnition 2.28. The multiplier algebra M (A) of a C ∗ -algebra A ⊂ B(H) is the
C ∗ -algebra of operators
M (A) = {b ∈ B(H) : bA ⊂ A, Ab ⊂ A}.

(2.53)

In particular, A is an ideal of M (A).
Deﬁnition 2.29. A multiplier Hopf *-algebra is a C ∗ -algebra A together with the
antipode S, the counit , and the coproduct map
Δ : A −→ M (A ⊗ A),

(2.54)

all of which can be extended to a map from M (A) such that the usual properties
of a Hopf algebra hold on the level of M (A).
3. Positive representations restricted to Borel part
In the case of g = sl2 , the Borel subalgebra Uqq (bR ) is generated by the operators K and e satisfying the quantum plane relation Ke = q 2 eK, in the sense of
integrable representations [33], i.e.,
(3.1)

−1

K ib

s ib−1 t

e

−1

= e−2πist eib

t

−1

K ib

s

,

∀s, t ∈ R,

as unitary operators. Thus the positive representation Pλ  L2 (R) restricted to the
Borel part is nothing but an irreducible representation of the quantum plane such
that the operators are represented by positive self-adjoint operators. By Stone-von
Neumann’s Theorem, we know that every such representation is unitarily equivalent
to the canonical representation H  L2 (R) given by
(3.2)

K = e−2πbx ,

e = e−2πbp .

In particular, the representation does not depend on any parameters. In fact, from
Proposition 2.8, it is easily seen that Φ : Pλ −→ H given by multiplication by
(3.3)

Φ = e−

πi(x−λ)2
2

gb (e−2πb(x−λ) )
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is the required unitary equivalence. This result also holds in the higher rank case:
Theorem 3.1. In the higher rank case, we have
Pλ  Pλ

(3.4)

as representations of Uqq (bR ) for any λ, λ ∈ Rrank(g) .
Proof. From [17, Section 11] for the simply-laced case or [18, Section 9] for the
non-simply-laced case, we know that Pλ  Pw(λ) , where w ∈ W is any Weyl group
element acting on λ, namely, for simple reﬂections,
si (λj ) := λj − aij λi ,

(3.5)

where aij is the Cartan matrix. In particular, this means that for each root i ∈ I,
there exists a unitary transformation Bi such that it ﬁxes the action of ei but
modiﬁes the action of Kj by
Kj → Kj eaij πbλi .
However, when we restrict to the Borel subalgebra, we are released from the restriction of the action of the lower Borel generated by fi , in which the proof above
allows us to deﬁne the unitary transformation Bi such that it ﬁxes the action of ei
but modiﬁes the action of Ki by an arbitrary constant ci :
Kj → Kj eaij πbci .

Therefore, it suﬃces to solve the equation
aij ci = λi in order for all λi in the
representation to cancel. This clearly can be done because the Cartan matrix is
−. 
invertible. In particular, all representations Pλ are unitarily equivalent to P→
0
− is not irreducible in general. For example, in
However, we observe that P→
0
−2

2

e commutes with all the
the case of type A2 , the positive operator K13 K2 3 e−1
12
 ⊕ 21
− decomposes as a direct integral
P ds with respect to the
generators. Hence P→
R>0 s
0
spectrum s ∈ R>0 of this central operator, where each Ps  L2 (R2 ) is irreducible.
Conjecture 3.2. Any irreducible representations of Uqq (bR ) satisfying the conditions of a positive representation act on P  L2 (Rrank(g) ) and are unitarily equiv− . More speciﬁcally, using the notion of
alent to a direct integral summand of P→
0
“integrable representation” of quantum plane [33], we require as unitary operators
−1

Kiib

s ib−1 t
ej

−1

= e−πaij st ejib

t

−1

Kiib

s

∀s, t ∈ R,

and in the simply-laced case,
−1

eiib

−1

s ib−1 t
eij
−1

−1

ib
= eπst eij

t ib−1 s
ei

−1

∀s, t ∈ R,

−1

ib t
ib t ib s
ejib s eij
= e−πst eij
ej
∀s, t ∈ R,
which corresponds to the Serre relations. We have similar equations for the nonsimply-laced case (cf. Proposition 2.24). This generalizes the Stone von-Neumann
Theorem to the case of the Borel subalgebra of a split real quantum group.
∗

C
4. GNS representation of Uq
q (bR )
∗

C
In this section, we recall the deﬁnition of Uq
q (bR ) and construct the GNSrepresentation by left multiplication. We show that it is equivalent to a positive
representation.
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∗

C
→
−
4.1. Deﬁnition of Uq
q (bR ). Let us denote P := P 0 . In [19], we used the language of multiplier Hopf algebras and deﬁned a C ∗ -algebraic version of the Borel
subalgebra using a continuous basis. Explicitly, consider the action of Uqq (bR ) on
Pλ  P  L2 (RN ), where N = l(w0 ).

Deﬁnition 4.1. Let n = rank(g). We deﬁne the C ∗ -algebraic version of the Borel
C∗
subalgebra Ub := Uq
q (bR ) as the operator norm closure of the linear span of all
bounded operators on L2 (RN ) of the form
N 
 n 



ib−1
−1
→
−
Fk (tk )
ik tk
ib
s
i
F :=
Fi (si )Ki
eαk dtk
dsi ,
(4.1)
C Gbik (Qik + itk )
i=1 R
k=1

where eαk is given by (2.40) with the order of multiplication as eα1 ...eαN and
Fk (tk ) and Fi (si ) are both entire analytic functions that rapidly decay along the
real direction; i.e., for ﬁxed y0 , Fk (x + iy0 ) decays faster than any exponential
function in x. Finally the contour C goes along the real axis and above the pole of
Gb at tk = 0.
It was shown in [19] that Ub is a multiplier Hopf algebra (cf. Deﬁnition 2.29).
Remark 4.2. We modiﬁed the deﬁnition slightly from [19]. We have used the opposite multiplication order to be consistent with the deﬁnition of eαk using Ti−1
k
(cf. (2.40)) instead of Tik . The two deﬁnitions are identical. Moreover, to simplify
calculations, we have used the functions Fi (si ) parametrized by the powers of Ki
instead of a general compact function F0 (H) considered in [19], where Ki = qiHi .
These are simply related by Fourier transform F:


−1
−1
1
e−2πist F(t)K ib s dtds = F( ibH).
(F F)(s)K ib s ds =
2
4.2. GNS-representation. It turns out the deﬁnition above does not necessarily
deﬁne a positive action. In order to obtain an action of Uqq (bR ) that is positive, we
→
−
modify F ∈ A as follows.
∗

C
Deﬁnition 4.3. We deﬁne the GNS representation (H, π, Λ) of A := Uq
q (bR ) on
2
N +n
) as follows. We let
H  L (R

(4.2)
N

−
→
F :=
k=1


C

Q
ib−1
Fk (tk )
i tk
eαkk dtk Kα2bk
Sbik (Qik + itk )





n 

i=1

−1

R

Fi (si )Kiib

si πQsi

e

dsi

and deﬁne the representation Λ : A −→ H by
(4.3)

N
n


−
→
Fi (si )
Fk (tk )
F →
i=1

k=1

and extend by linearity. Finally, the L -norm of H (cf. [16, Thm. 4.9]) will be
deﬁned for each variable as
2
  


F ..., tk + iQik , ...  dt1 ...dtN ,
(4.4)
F (..., tk , ...)2 :=


2
N
R
F(..., si , ...)2 :=
(4.5)
|F(..., si , ...)|2 ds1 ...dsn .
2

Rn
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Note that we have used Sb (x) (cf. Deﬁnition 2.12) instead in the denominator.
Moreover we slipped Kαk in between the products of eαk ; this is well-deﬁned since
Q

Ki2b is in the multiplier M (A) of A. Finally the L2 -norm (4.4) can be thought of
2
as shifting the arguments by iQ
2 and using the usual L -norm. More precisely,
H −→ L2 (RN +n , dt1 ...dtN ds1 ...dsn )


iQik

F (..., tk , ...) → F (..., tk , ...) := F ..., tk +
, ...
2

(4.6)

is an isomorphism of Hilbert space. Therefore, to obtain a representation on the
usual L2 -norm, we work on F and at the end shift all the variables tk by this map.
Proposition 4.4. The GNS representation is unitarily equivalent to a representation that is independent on the si variables.
Proof. The action of multiplication by ei from the left will not depend on si . Moreover, multiplication of Ki from the left, after commuting with all the eαk , gives us
an extra factor e−2πbpsi , which is independent from the ti variables. Therefore these
psi can be treated as constants λi . Once we have shown that the tk part is unitarily equivalent to the representation P in Section 5, by Theorem 3.1 there exists a

unitary transformation that can remove the dependence on si completely.
In particular the GNS representation is unitarily equivalent to
H = L2 (RN +n )  P ⊗ MK

(4.7)

for a trivial multiplicity module MK  L2 (Rn ). Therefore, without loss of general−1
ity, we will ignore the Kiib si from now on, and the GNS representation calculated
below will be assumed to act trivially on the si variables. Note that the eαk part
already gives the correct functional dimension.
4.3. Rank 2 case. We illustrate the representation in the rank 2 case, which is
essential to generalize to the higher rank. Let us ﬁrst consider the simply-laced
case and ﬁx the longest element to be w0 = s2 s1 s2 . Also using Deﬁnitions 2.3 and
4.1, we name the variables
(u, v, w) := (v1 , v2 , v3 ) = (t3 , t2 , t1 ) = (u22 , u11 , u12 ).
→
−
Then a typical element of F ∈ A (ignoring the ending Ki terms) is given by
−
→
F =
(4.8)



−1

Q

−1

Q

−1

Q

ib v
(K1 K2 ) 2b e1ib u K12b
eib w K22b e12
dudvdw
F (u, v, w) 2
Sb (Q + iw) Sb (Q + iv) Sb (Q + iu)
C

−1
−1
ib−1 v
πQv
e2ib w
e12
e1ib u
dudvdw,
F (u, v, w)e− 2
=
Sb (Q + iw) Sb (Q + iv) Sb (Q + iu)
C

where in the last line we moved the Ki to the right and absorbed into the (ignored)
K terms. Note that we have reversed the order of the variables since we used the
opposite multiplication order (reading from left to right).
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Let us illustrate how to ﬁnd the actions of the generators ei in general. The action
of e2 is easy. It only shifts the variables w. We have (ignoring other variables)
−1

→
−
e2ib w+1
...dw
e2 · F = F (u, v, w)...
Sb (Q + iw)

−1
e2ib w
= F (u, v, w + ib)...
...dw
Sb (Q + iw − b)

−1
e2ib w
πbw
−πbw
...dw,
= −i (e
−e
)F (u, v, w + ib)...
Sb (Q + iw)
where we have used property (2.21) of Sb . Hence the action of e2 on H (i.e., on the
coeﬃcient function) is given by
e2 = −i(eπbw − e−πbw )e−2πbpw .

(4.9)
Finally, the shift w →

iQ
2

gives us the positive expression on L2 (R3 ):

e2 = −i(eπb(w+

iQ
2 )

− e−πb(w+

iQ
2 )

)e−2πbpw

= −i(iq 2 eπbw + iq − 2 e−πbw )e−2πbpw
1

1

= e(w − 2pw ) + e(−w − 2pw ).

(4.10)

For the action of e1 , we use Proposition 2.23 and proceed as above:
−1

e1 e2ib
(4.11)

w

−1

= q ib

w ib−1 w
e2
e1
−1

= e−πbw e2ib

w

−1

+ q 2 (q −ib
1

w

−1

− q ib

w

−1

)e2ib
−1

e1 + q (eπbw − e−πbw )e2ib
1
2

w−1

w−1

e12

e12 .

−1

ib v
In the ﬁrst term of (4.11) e1 commutes again with e12
and picks up the factor
πbv
ib−1 u
q
=e
before being absorbed into e1
, producing the same Sb factor as
above. Hence after shifting by iQ
2 we get overall
−ib−1 v

e(−w + v)(e(u − 2pu ) + e(−u − 2pu )).
The second term of (4.11) gives an opposite shifting e(2pw ) in the variable w, which
cancels the factor in front:
1
1
Sb (Q + iw)
= iq 2 .
q 2 (eπb(w−ib) − e−πb(w−ib) )
Sb (Q + iw + b)
The shifting e(−2pv ) in v by e12 then provides the same factor as before, as
πQ(ib)
πQv
1
well as the extra number e− 2 = (iq 2 )−1 from the auxiliary term e− 2 which
cancels the above number. After shifting by iQ
2 we then obtain
e(v − 2pv + 2pw ) + e(−v − 2pv + 2pw ).
Overall, the action of e1 is then given by
(4.12)

e1 = e(−w + v + u − 2pu ) + e(−w + v − u − 2pu ) + e(v − 2pv + 2pw )
+ e(−v − 2pv + 2pw ).

Finally, the action of Ki is easy to read out. Multiplying from the left, each Ki
−1
commutes with the root vectors ej and picks up a factor of the form (q k )ib u =
e(−ku), before being absorbed into the K terms. We ﬁnd that the action is given
by
K1 = e(−2u − v + w − 2ps1 + iQ),

K2 = e(u − v − 2w − 2ps2 + iQ).
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After shifting (u, v, w) by iQ
2 , we have a positive action of Ki . Then by Proposition 4.4, we can ignore the psi factors.
In summary, we obtained
e1 = e(−w + v + u − 2pu ) + e(−w + v − u − 2pu ) + e(v − 2pv + 2pw )
+ e(−v − 2pv + 2pw ),
e2 = e(w − 2pw ) + e(−w − 2pw ),
K1 = e(−2u − v + w),
K2 = e(u − v − 2w),
and we will show that this is unitarily equivalent to the positive representation P.
We can do the same procedure similarly for the non-simply-laced case. For Type
B2 , using w0 = s1 s2 s1 s2 , we deﬁne

−1
ib−1 v
ib−1 u
πQu
→
−
e2ib w
e12s
eX
F =
F (u, v, w)e−πQs v− 2
Sb (Q + iw) Sbs (Qs + iv) Sb (Q + iu)
C
ib−1 t

e1 s
dtdudvdw,
×
Sbs (Qs + it)
where eX := T1 T2 (e1 ). Then using successively Proposition 2.24, we arrive at
e1 = e(−w + u + t − 2pt ) + e(−w + u − t − 2pt )
+ e(−w + v + u − 2pu + 2pv ) + e(−w + v − u − 2pu + 2pv )
+ e(v − 2pv + 2pw ) + e(−v − 2pv + 2pw ),
e2 = e(w − 2pw ) + e(−w − 2pw ),
K1 = e(−2t − u + w),
K2 = e(2t − 2v − 2w).
From now on we will ignore MK (cf. (4.7)) and only work on the L2 (RN ) part.
4.4. Twisting. We have seen from the last section that the action is positive selfadjoint and each term is very closely related to the standard form [u]e(−2pu ) except
for a small twist (cf. ﬁrst and second term of (4.12)). In the simply-laced case this
comes from the commutation relation arising from any relations that are equivalent
−1
(i.e., Lusztig transformed) to ei · ejib w , and locally the action looks exactly like
(4.12). Now using Lemma 2.17 successively, we transform the action by ei →
Φ1 ei Φ∗1 :
Φ1 = gb (e(w − u − 2pu + 2pv − 2pw )gb∗ (e(−w − u − 2pu + 2pv − 2pw ).
This absorbs the second term of e1 into the third term and spits out the symmetric
term from the fourth term, giving
(4.13)

e1 = [−w + v + u]e(−2pu ) + [v]e(−2pv + 2pw ),

(4.14)

e2 = [w]e(−2pw ),

(4.15)

K1 = e(−2u − v + w),

(4.16)

K2 = e(u − v − 2w),

which is now symmetric in the quantum variables. On the other hand, one checks
that this action preserves the action of e2 : it spits out an auxiliary term from the
ﬁrst term and then reabsorbs it back into the second term.
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For the doubly-laced case, this transformation is given by
Φ2 = gbs (e(−t + v − 2pt + 2pu − 2pv )gb∗s (e(−t − v − 2pt + 2pu − 2pv )
◦ gb (e(w − u − 2pu + 4pv − 2pw ))gb∗ (e(−w − u − 2pu + 4pv − 2pw )),
which gives us
(4.17)

e1 = [t + u − w]e(−2pt ) + [u + v − w]e(−2pu + 2pv ) + [v]e(−2pv + 2pw ),

(4.18)

e2 = [w]e(−2pw ),

(4.19) K1 = e(−2t − u + w),
(4.20) K2 = e(2t − 2v − 2w).
In general, we can deﬁne transformations Φk which preserve the action of all
ei , i = k, and bring the action of ek to the standard form (2.13). This transformation depends on the fact that there is a variable vi of minimal index, corresponding
to eij in (2.42), which does not pick up any eπbx factor, hence in the standard
form (2.13). Then one successively applies the above transformation to remove the
twisting within ek in the order where the commutation relation takes place between
adjacent pairs of root vectors (or their Lusztig transforms).
Finally, we note that under the following change of variables T , with the corresponding action on p given by the transpose inverse:
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
pu + pv
u
v−u
pu
⎠
⎝ v ⎠ → ⎝ u ⎠ ,
⎝ pv ⎠ → ⎝
pu
pw
pw
w
w
the representation is exactly the same as that from Proposition 2.9. In particular
Proposition 4.5. The GNS representation is independent of the choice of the
reduced expression of the longest element w0 ∈ W .
Proof. For a change of reduced expression of w0 , it means the change in Lusztig’s
transformation ...Ti Tj Ti ... −→ ...Tj Ti Tj ... which locally is equivalent to the transformation given by the case of type A2 . Hence any such transformation is given
by the unitary equivalence T ∗ ◦ Φ ◦ T, where Φ is the unitary equivalence from the
positive representation [17], while T is the transformation matrix above. One can
then calculate explicitly the map as
(4.21) Ψ = T  ◦ gb (e(w − u + 2pu − 2pv + 2pw )gb∗ (e(−w + u + 2pu − 2pv + 2pw ),
where

⎛

⎞
⎛
⎞
u
−u + v + w
⎠
u
T : ⎝ v ⎠ →
 ⎝
w
v

is a unitary transformation. Finally note that the transformation Ψ is essentially the
inverse transpose of Φ (interchanging the role of pi ’s and vi ’s); hence it is consistent
with the choice of paths as established in [17]. Similarly we have a generalized
transformation for the doubly-laced case given by ratios of 6 quantum dilogarithms
followed by a linear transformation, which is again the inverse transpose of the
transformation found in [18].
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With the procedure above, we can construct the GNS representation PGN S for
Uqq (bR ) of arbitrary type (using Proposition 2.24, etc.). In particular, PGN S satisﬁes all properties of a positive representation (positivity and transcendental relations (2.11)); hence this gives us another family of positive representations for
Uqq (bR ). From the expression of Ψ, which is essentially the inverse transpose of Φ,
we have
Theorem 4.6. The expressions of ei obtained from the GNS construction (after
twisting) is precisely the positive representations with all the terms [X]e(−2pY ) replaced by [Y ]e(−2pX ) (cf. Deﬁnition 2.6). The action of Ki is simply obtained from
a linear change of variables by Lusztig’s isomorphism corresponding to reﬂections
by simple roots.
In the rank 2 case, one should compare the expressions (4.13)-(4.20) with the
expressions from Propositions 2.9 and 2.10.
5. Equivalence of representation PGN S  P
So far we have constructed a family of representations PGN S from the GNSrepresentation. In this section we will show that the representation is unitarily
equivalent to the one constructed earlier in [17, 18].
For type An , it turns out we can do this directly by a change of variables.
Theorem 5.1. For type An , the GNS representation PGN S constructed by left
C∗
multiplication on A = Uq
q (bR ) is unitarily equivalent to the positive representation
Pλ  P of Uqq (gR ) restricted to its Borel part.
Proof. It suﬃces to consider a particular choice of reduced expression of w0 . We
ﬁxed the longest element w0 ∈ W to be the standard expression given in [17]:
w0 = sn sn−1 ...s1 sn sn−1 ...s2 ... sn sn−1 sn .
Then the GNS representation constructed in this section is unitarily equivalent
to the positive representation P by a change of variables (using the notation from
Deﬁnition 2.3):
,
u1k → un+1−k
n
n+1−k
n+2−k
um
k → un+1−m − un+2−m ,

m > 1.


For other types, we use the following trick together with Lusztig’s isomorphisms.
Lemma 5.2. There exists a unitary transformation such that the action of ei is
transformed into qi−1 Ki ei .
N
→
−
Proof. If we add k=1 Kαtkk in front of F ∈ A in Deﬁnition 4.3, then the action
of ei will pick up the correct factors according to Ki−1 . But if we commute these
factors through the eαk to the right and absorb them into the K terms, then on the
representation space P this is equivalent to multiplying by an exponential function
of the form eπih(t1 ,...,tN ) , where h(t1 , ..., tN ) is a homogeneous quadratic function in

the variables tk . In particular this is a unitary transformation.
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Lemma 5.3. Lusztig’s isomorphism (cf. Theorem 2.20) corresponding to the longest word of the Weyl group w0 = si1 ...siN given by Ti1 ....TiN transforms
qi−1 Ki ei → fσ(i) ,
where fi is the lower Borel generators, σ is the identity automorphism for g of types
Bn , Cn , D2n , E7 , E8 , F4 , G2 , and the unique index 2 automorphisms on the simple
roots for g of types An , D2n+1 , and E6 .
Proof. It follows directly from the action given by Theorem 2.20, the properties
from Proposition 2.21, and the fact that the longest Weyl element acts on simple

roots as αi → −ασ(i) .
Since we have seen from Theorem 4.6 that the action given by PGN S is precisely
obtained by ﬂipping [X]e(−2pY ) −→ [Y ]e(−2pX ), Lusztig’s isomorphism Ti modiﬁed according to this ﬂip will map the action of ei on PGN S to the corresponding
action of fi given by Theorem 2.7. More precisely, we obtain
⎞
⎛
v(i,k)−1
n


ei =
(5.1)
[−uki ]e ⎝
ai,r(j) pj + pki ⎠ ,
j=1

k=1

with the corresponding roots and reduced expression of w0 relabeled. Recall that
aij is the Cartan matrix, r(j) is the root label corresponding to the variable pj
(which is the shift in the variable vj ), and v(i, k) is the index such that uki = vv(i,k)
(i.e., we sum all the terms appearing to the left of pki ) and we use the abused
notation from Deﬁnition 2.6.
Theorem 5.4. There exists a unitary transformation such that (5.1) is unitarily
equivalent to (2.15).
Proof. Notice that for each term in the expression of fi , the variable pki with the
maximal index v(i, k) is unique, and these cover all variables (p1 , ..., pN ). Therefore
we apply the transformation successively from the largest v(i, k) index by


v(i,k)−1

(5.2)

bi pki

→

bi pki

−

ai,r(j) bj pj ,

j=1

which induces the corresponding change of variables
(5.3)

bj vj → bj vj + ai,r(j) bi vik

for 1 ≤ j ≤ v(i, k) − 1. It is clear that under this transformation, we reduce all
exponential terms to e(2pki ). On the other hand, it is easy to see that under (5.3)
the quantum factors are changed to
⎤
⎡
N

[−uki ] → ⎣−uki −
ai,r(j) vj ⎦ .
j=v(i,k)+1

But this is precisely the action of fi corresponding to the longest element w0 with
the reversed reduced expression w0 = siN ...si1 . Since the positive representation is
independent of the reduced expression of w0 , we proved the unitary equivalence. 
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Finally, since Ki depends only linearly on the variables (inside an exponential),
it is uniquely determined by the shifts e(2pki ) appearing in the action of fi . In
particular, under Lusztig’s transformation and the above unitary equivalence, Ki
−1
from PGN S transforms precisely to Kσ(i)
as given in Theorem 2.7.
Therefore we can now state our main theorem.
Theorem 5.5. For any simple Lie algebra g, the GNS representation PGN S conC∗
structed by left multiplication on A = Uq
q (bR ) is unitarily equivalent to the positive
representation Pλ  P of Uqq (gR ) restricted to its Borel part.
Corollary 5.6. The tensor product of the positive representations P restricted to
the Borel part is unitarily equivalent to the tensor product of itself with a trivial
multiplicity module:
W : P ⊗ P  M ⊗ P,

(5.4)

where the underlying Hilbert spaces are all P  M  L2 (RN ), N = l(w0 ).
Proof. Since we know that P  PGN S and the GNS-space H  PGN S ⊗ MK ,
this follows immediately from Proposition 2.27 of the property of the multiplicative
unitary. The unitary transformation will be given by the multiplicative unitary W
after factoring the trivial intertwiners on MK , for example, by supplying the delta
distributions on the corresponding variables.


6. Example
In this section, we write explicitly the representations and decompositions for
types A1 and A2 , which provide us a useful basic framework when we try to deal
with the explicit construction of quantum higher Teichmüller theory. The computation for type A3 can be found in [21].
6.1. Type A1 . Let us ﬁrst consider the simplest case where g is of type A1 . The
Borel part of Uqq (sl(2, R)) in this case is nothing but the quantum plane Bqq , which
is studied extensively in [14, 16]. Nonetheless, it will be illustrative to see how the
analysis works with respect to the theory of multiplicative unitary from Proposition
2.27.
First, we can do a transformation to bring the representation PGN S into a canonπiu2
ical form. By applying e 2 gb (e(−2u)), the action e = [u]e(−2pu ) is transformed
to e = e(−2pu ). Also taking into account the positivity of K under the shift
∗
u → u + iQ
2 , in terms of the C -algebraic Borel part A, the expression is given by


−1

Af =

f (u, s)eib

u

−1

K ib

s πQs

e

duds.

C

Now recall from (2.50) that the decomposition is given by the multiplicative
unitary
W ∗ (Λ(f ) ⊗ Λ(g)) = (Λ ⊗ Λ)(Δ(g)(f ⊗ 1)).
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One can compute the action of W ∗ on f (u, s)g(v, t) to be
W ∗ (f ⊗ g)

Gb (Q + iv + iτ )e−πQt −2πi(u−τ )(t−τ )
e
= f (u − τ, s − t + τ )g(v + τ, t − τ )
dτ
Gb (Q + iv)Gb (Q + iτ )
= gb∗ (e(−2v))gb∗ (e(−2pu − 2pt + 2pv )) ◦ gb (e(−2v))e−2πit(ps +u) (f ⊗ g),
= gb∗ (e(−2pu − 2pt + 2pv − 2v) ◦ gb∗ (e(−2pu − 2pt + 2pv )) ◦ e−2πit(ps +u) (f ⊗ g),
where we shifted u, v by iQ
2 , according to the Haar measure (4.4) to make the map
unitary, and we used Lemma 2.15 and the pentagon relation (2.29). Now, recall
that we can transform it such that the action on PGN S does not depend on s and
t. This can be achieved by taking the Fourier transform on s and t and shifting the
variables by u → u − s, v → v − t. We obtain ﬁnally
(6.1)

W ∗ = gb∗ (e(−2pu + 2pv − 2v)e2πipv u gb∗ (e(−2pu − 2t)) ◦ e2πipt u .

Since the variables s, t correspond to the trivial module MK , we can obtain the required unitary transformation on PGN S by supplying the delta distribution δ(s)δ(t),
such that upon acting by e2πipt u , we get
W ∗ = gb∗ (e(−2pu + 2pv − 2v)e2πipv u gb∗ (e(−2pu + 2u)).
Finally, acting on 1 ⊗ Bq by W ∗ , the term gb∗ (e(−2pu + 2u)) has no eﬀects and acts
as a trivial intertwiner. Hence factorizing this action, we simplify PGN S and obtain
W ∗ = gb∗ (e(−2pu + 2pv − 2v))e2πipv u ,

(6.2)

1 ⊗ e → Δ(e) = e ⊗ K + 1 ⊗ e,
1 ⊗ K → Δ(K) = K ⊗ K,
which is precisely the integral transformation described in [14, 16].
6.2. Type A2 . As we have seen, in general it is hard to calculate the equivalence
transformation from the multiplicative unitary. However, using the functional properties of the quantum dilogarithms, the required transformation can be explicitly
calculated for Type An . Let us consider the next simplest case g = sl3 . First we
simplify the expression of Pλ  P from Proposition 2.9.
Lemma 6.1. P is unitarily equivalent to the following expressions:
e1 =e(v − w − 2pv ) + e(u − 2pu − 2pv + 2pw ),

K1 = e(u − 2v + w),

e2 =e(w − 2pw ),

K2 = e(−2u + v − 2w).

Proof. Apply Φ1 (i.e., ei → Φ1 ei Φ∗1 ), where
Φ1 = gb (e(−u − v + w + 2pu − 2pw ))gb (e(u − v − w − 2pu + 2pw ))
× gb (e(−2u))gb (e(−2w)).
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Using this expression, let us consider the tensor product representation P ⊗ P:
Δ(e1 ) = e(v − w + u − 2v  + w − 2pv ) + e(u + u − 2v  + w − 2pu − 2pv + 2pw )
+ e(v  − w − 2pv ) + e(u − 2pu − 2pv + 2pw ),
Δ(e2 ) = e(w − 2u + v  − 2w − 2pw ) + e(w − 2pw ),
Δ(K1 ) = e(u − 2v + w + u − 2v  + w ),
Δ(K2 ) = e(−2u + v − 2w − 2u + v  − 2w ),
where the  variables denote the second component.
Lemma 6.2. The above action on P ⊗ P is unitarily equivalent to
Δ(ei )  1 ⊗ ei ,
Δ(Ki )  Ki ⊗ Ki ,

i = 1, 2.

Proof. Apply Φ2 where
Φ2 =gb (e(w − u − 2w − 2pw − 2pu + 4pw ))
◦ gb (e(u − 2v  + w − 2pu − 2pv + 2pw + 2pu + 2pv − 2pw ))
◦ gb (e(v − w − 2v  + w − 2pv + 2pu + 2pv − 2pw ))
◦ gb (e(w − 2u + v  − 3w − 2pw + 2pw )).

Corollary 6.3. From the explicit expression of Lemma 6.1, the transformation Φ2
can be written in a way independent of the representation:
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
2
Φ2 = gb (q 2 e2 ⊗ K2 e21 e−1
12 e2 )gb (q e21 e2 ⊗ K1 e21 e2 )gb (qe12 e2 ⊗ K1 e21 e2 )

× gb (qe2 ⊗ K2 e−1
2 ).
Hence this transformation gives directly the intertwiners
1 ⊗ ei  Δ(ei ),
Ki ⊗ K i  K i ⊗ K i

i = 1, 2.

Here we use the appropriate q factors to make the arguments positive. Note that
the inverse operator is deﬁned in the natural way. Since it is positive and all the
terms q-commute, the expression of the transformation is still well-deﬁned.
Finally, note that u, v, w from the ﬁrst component of Ki now acts as constant, so
we can treat them as λ’s and use Theorem 3.1 to remove them. We obtain ﬁnally
Δ(e1 ) 1 ⊗ e1 = e(v  − w − 2pv ) + e(u − 2pu − 2pv + 2pw ),
Δ(e2 ) 1 ⊗ e2 = e(w − 2pw ),
Δ(K1 ) 1 ⊗ K1 = e(u − 2v  + w ),
Δ(K2 ) 1 ⊗ K1 = e(−2u + v  − 2w ).
In other words, when restricting to the Borel part, we have
Pλ1 ⊗ Pλ2  P ⊗ P = L2 (R3 ) ⊗ P.
Remark 6.4. For type An , there is a pattern of this series of transformations by gb
computed inductively by Mathematica, and we obtain
Pλ1 ⊗ Pλ2  L2 (R

n(n+1)
2

) ⊗ P.
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This procedure seems to be related to the Heisenberg double [23]. For other types
however we did not establish any explicit construction of such transformations.
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